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Abstract 

Deep c l o ~ ~ d  c l u s t ~ ~ \  (DCC) play nn important role in the transfer of energy and moisture from the surface to 
the upper troposphere of' the earth. The f~~c tors  which govcrn the existence of DCC over oceanic regions have 
been examined by mnny investigators itnd they havc shown that the necessary condition for the existence of 
DCC in oceanic regions is that the sell surface tcrnperaturc (SST) must be above 28 C .  In this paper the Factors 
which govern the exigtcncr of DCC i n  both contincntnl and oceanic regions has been examined. It has been 
shown that the WXCShilS)' co~~dit ion for the existence of DCC in continental (oceanic) regions is that the sur- 
face moist static energy must he nbtrve 350 kJ/kg (340 kJ/kg). The differellce in the moist static energy 
threshold b c t w r r ~  the oc~.:tn.~ ~ i ~ l d  thc continents has hecn attributed to the differences in the vertical profile of 
moist m t i c  energy. If the mean moist static encrgy of the troposphere from surface to 400 millibar is used 
(instead of' the wrtiice moist Sti~tlc energy) then thc threshold for the existence of DCC is 335 kJ/kg and is the 
same for both occani, and contioerrts. The total energy convergence in the troposphere has been shown to be an 
in~piirtant cotistrrtint ivhich could reduce the presence of DCC in  the warmest oceans or continent. It has been 
shown that there ~:111 h~ \ c ~ e r ; ~ I  routes to descrtit'ic;~tion when vegetation is re~noved from a continentai region. 

Deep cloud clusters appear prominently in  the daily satellite imagery of the tropics. Deep 
cloud clustcrs contain clouds with mean cloud top height above 8 kilometres, In the satel- 
lite imrrgcry these clouds have nzonthly mean Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) below 
240 ~ / m <  In the visible legion thc albedo (reflectivity to solar radiation) of DCC is above 
50 %. They h a w  spatiill s c ; h  spanning the range from a few hundred to several thousand 
of kilometres. When the tixis of DCC is oriented in the east-west direction, it is called the 
Inter-tropical Convcrgcxlce Zones QITCZ), Earlier ITCZ were also called Inter-tropical 
Front (ITF} crr Inter-tropical Discontitzuity (ITD) because it was believed that a large dis- 
continuity in temperature and humidity must exist across the ITCZ. This assumption was 
based on the experierlcc in the mid-latitudes where a large discontinuity in temperature 
and humidity i s  found ;LC~OSS the cold polar front. In the tropics, there is, however, no dis- 
continuity in temperature across the ITCZ. The term ITCZ was coined for the east-west 
oriented DCC to highlight the fact that the convergence of moisture in the ITCZ occurs 
primarily in  the meridional direction and hence the moisture will converge from both 
northern and southern tropics. If there are two east-west oriented DCC at the same longi- 
tude then one af  the UCC may not converge moisture from both hemispheres. Hence the 
term Tropical Convergence Zone (TCZ) may be more appropriate than ITCZ. The DCC 
occupy not Inore than 5% of the area of the tropics at any instant but they are essential for 
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FIG. 1. The variation of the mean number af highly reflective clotxi Jays (1112C7 with w;! \urliicc f ~ w f ) c ' r a t l l r r '  
(SST) in different tropical oceatiic regions (from Wnliser ct ill , 1003 1. 

the transfer of energy and moisture from the ritn~osplrexic bourrc't;iry layer near tlrc surfi~ce 
of the earth to the upper troposphere (Kie hl, f 97 9) .  

What are the dyna~nical and thermody~lanrical factors which gtwcrn thc c*xisttlrw of 
DCC? Gadgil et nl. (1984) showed that the necessary (but not sul'ficicnt) ctwciitim for the 
existence of DCC in the oceanic regions is that the sea surfitce tentpmkture (SS'I') ~nuxt ht. 
above 28°C. They obtained cloudiness from the s;~tcllite data and SS'S Sstrnr ship d~tta in 
the northern Indian ocean for the period 1966-72. Gmhrun and Warnctt (. 1 987) cxtendd 
this result to all tropical oceanic regions. Reccnlly, Waliser trr rrl( l993) have cxtnlint'cl the 
relationship between DCC and SST in greater detail by using siitcllitc data fttr the period 
1971-1990. Waliser et a1 (1993) have shown that the highly retlectivc clouds (IIKC) data 
set was the most reliable indicator of the existelm of DCC, The relationship hetween 
the number of highly reflective cloud days (HRC days) per mc~nth and SST obtained 
Waliser et al. (1993) is shown in Fig. 1 for Indian, Atlantic and Pacific Occans. WC find 
that HXC occur when the SST is above a certain threshold and this threshold can be dif- 
ferent for different oceans. Note that when the SST is above 2g°C, the nun~ber of HRC 
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FIG. 2 .  'l'he \ iir~ittitra of the inciin nurmhw of highly rct'lectiw cloud days (HRC) and monthly mean convective 
available p o t ~ ~ l t i i ~ l  e m g y  t RIICAPEI) with !?ea surfiirc temperature (SST) at Grantley Adams (from Bhat et al., 
1990 ). 

days doesn't iltcreaw but rcachcs 3 platem. Bhat pt  al., (1996) have shown that the non- 
linear relationship l~otwcen H R C  and SST can be attributed to the non-relationship be- 
tween the nlonthly mca11 Corrvectivc Avuilnblt: Potential Energy (MCAPIE) and SST (see 
Fig. 2 ) .  The re1;itiollship t.rctwce~z BCC and the surfiice parameters ovcr the tropical conti- 
nental regions Ilaw not hcen exarni~ieti as closely as the relationship between DCC and 
SST in cxeanic rcgitms. 

In this papcr, we cs;tn~ine thc fii'lzetrm governing the existence of DCC in the tropical 
continental regions and conrpure it with factors governing the existence of DCC in tropical 
oceanic regions. In section 2 ,  we indicate the data used in the analysis. In section 3, we 
discuss the relationship between BCC and nloist static energy in the continental regions 
which was discovered recently by Srinivasan and Smith (1996). In section 4, we show that 
the simple model for the TCZ proposed by Neelin and Weld (1987) is useful to understand 
the factors goveriling the existence of DCC. The energetics of the DCC is discussed in 
section 5. In section 6, we provide a summary. 



3. DCC over continents 

The simple relationship between DGC and scit mri'ncc tct~~pci:\tl!~.c that \vas {ht:tincd for 
oceanic regions (Fig 1) is not seen hetwecn DC'C and suri'itce tctnpcr'ilrtlre ill corltinental 
regions. In Fig. 3, we have shown the relntior~ship hcttwccn C I I X  ant1 r;uri';~cc. tcnlpc.r ;~rr .  . 
In this figure, OLR data has been poolcd into 0.5 K tcmpctxturc hinh. ' i ' k  niuarl and stan- 
dard deviation in each -bin is shown separately for cwtinctatal a1ki1 ow;mic 1~g1011s in 
Fig. 3. There is a decrease in ~~mntb ly  rncan OLR whcn the SSP[' grrc\ athtrk  c 300 ti. in  ctuc- 
mic regions. In continental regions OLR increahcs with incrcasc i r k  surt'ac'cb tcmp"rature 
although the increase is not rnorlotonic. This is not sur'prisit~t; sincc tticrc i x  t r o  : , irripic  rela- 
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SURFACE TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES KELVIN 

FIG. 3. The variation of monthly mean outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) with surface tenrperxturo for. 
anic and continental regions in 1986 from ERBE data (from Srinivasan and Smith, IL)r)(i). 
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tionship l~ctwcen specific humidity and surface temperature over the continellts while there 
is a strong correlation between specific humidity at the surface and sea surface tempera- 
ture in oceanic regions (Wang and Li, 1993). Hence it would be necessary to use a surface 
parameter in contincntal region which takes into account the effect of surface temperature 
and surfi~ce specific humidity aver the continents. The surface parameter we have chosen 
is the surfiicc rnoist static energy since it is an indicator of the stability of the surface air 
(Seager, 1991). In Fig. 4 we have plotted monthly mean OLR versus the surface moist 
static energy, The OLR clat:i was pooled into surface moist static energy bins from 330 
kJ/kg to 360 kJ/kg in steps of 3 kJ/kg. The mean OLR in each bin and the standard devia- 
tion is shown in the Fig. 4. We find that the relationship between OLR and surface moist 
static energy in continentd region is very similar to the relationship between OLR and 
SST over oceanic rcgion. When OLR is plotted versus surface ~noist static energy we note 
that the surface rnoist static criergy threshold at which the OLR decreases rapidly is differ- 
ent for oceanic and contincntal regions. If we assume that DCC can exist in regions with 
~nonthly mean OLR below 240 ~ / m ' ,  then the surface moist static energy threshold for 
continents (oceans) is around 340 (350) kJ/kg, Why should there be a difference in the 
surface ~noist static cnergy ttlreshold for the continental and oceanic regions? This could 
.on account of the differences in  vertical profile of moist static energy in continental and 

ERBE & ECMWF 1986 

SURFACE MOIST STATIC ENERGY KJ/KG 
FIG. 4. The ~ ; i r i n t i m  of rllonfhly meAn outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) with surface moist static energy 
for oceanic and coritinento1 regions in 1986 from ERBE data and ECNWF analyses (from Srinivasan and 
Smith, 1996). Snlid circIe ocean and square land. 
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VS PRESSURE (1 ~ o E - I ~ S  1 15.5E-1 5S)_NCEP-JAN 1982 

MOIST STATIC ENERGY kj /kg 

FIG. 5. The vertical variation of moist static energy (kJ/kg) in an oceanic and continerital region having the 
same surface moist static energy from NCEP renalyses. 

oceanic regions. Riehl (1979) has shown that the mid troposphere is wetter in the conti- 
nental ITCZ than in the oceanic ITCZ. In Fig. 5, we have shown the vertical profile of 
moist static energy in two grids in the southern hemisphere (one oceanic and the other 
continental). The two grids have the same moist static energy at the surfkce but the moist 
static energy of the lower troposphere in the continental region is much higher than in the 
oceanic region. This means that the mean moist static energy of the lower troposphere in 
continental region will be higher than the mean moist static energy of the lower tro- 
posphere in oceanic regions even if the surface moist static energy in these regions is 
same. Hence we should expect that the threshold moist static energy for triggering of con- 
vection should occur at lower surface moist static energy in continental regions when 
compared to oceanic regions. Why is the lower troposphere wetter over continents than 
over oceans. One reason could be the strong diurnal variation of convection in continental 
regions. The clouds in the continental regions can penetrate deeper into the lower tro- 
posphere in the afternoon and hence moisten the lower troposphere more effectively than 
in oceanic regions where there is hardly any diurnal variation of SST, The relationship 
between OLR and mean moist static energy of the lower troposphere (surface to 400 mb) 
is shown in Fig. 6. We find the oceanic and continental regions show a similar trend and 
hence the moist static energy threshold is same in both cases. If we assume that DCC can 
exist in regions with monthly mean OLR below 240 w/m2 then the threshold value of 



The factors which ~OVL*I.II the lociltjon t d  DC1C i n  nature and in General Circulation Mod- 
els (GCM ) o f  the ii~mtrspi~crc cns he quire counpicx and subtle. Miller r t  al., (1992) have 
shown that thc tacation c9f DC'C' in the Ellropean Center for Medium Range Forecasting 
( E M W F )  xacldcl was scnsitivc tu tbc rxtnrrncr in which the evaporation from the ocean (at 
low wind speeds) was p;iiameterized. This result i s  puzzling since it is well known 
that thc location of DC'C in oceanic regions i s  governed mainly by SST and large scale 
convergence of moisture and not by local evaporation of moisture. The simple dynamical 
model of Gill (1980) and Davey and Gill (1987) assumes that the location of DCC over 
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FIG. 7. The variation of the mean moist static energy of: the lower troposphere (surface to 400 mh)  with sur- 
face moist static energy for oceanic and continental regions in 1986 from ERBE data (from Srinivasan :lnd 

Smith, 1996). Square land. Crosses ocean. 

oceans is dependent upon the sea surface temperature only. The Davey and Gill (1987) 
model (DG henceforth) is simple and elegant but the location of DCC in this modei is dc- 
termined solely by the SST and not by the heat fluxes from the ocean. Hence thc DG 
model cannot explain why the location of DGC in the ECMWF model i s  scnsitivc to the 
parameterization of surface evaporation. Seager (1991) has shown that the def'icictnuy in 
the Gill (1980) model is not in the modeling of the dynamics but in the modcling of tlw 
thermodynamics. 

In this section we discuss the Neelin and Held (1987) rliodel (NI i  hcnct;f'orth) in  
which the role of thermodynamics i n  the location of DCC has bee11 strcsscd. In  
the NH model it is assumed that the DCC can be represented by :I two-lqwr tropo- 
sphere in which convergence occurs in the lower troposphere and divergcncc in the 
upper troposphere (Fig. 8). The two-layer structure assunxxl by NU[ is similitr to that 
of DG model. In the NH model the equation governing the conservation of moist static 
energy is integrated from the surface to the top of the troposphere. The advcution, tsul- 
sient and eddy terms in the moist static energy equation were neglected. The ~lcglcct c)f 
the advection terms can be justified since the meridional and mnal gradient of tcmpcra- 
ture, humidity and geopotential are small in the tropics. The neglect of trunsicrit terms 



IW. L, I \  t h i s  I I C * ~  ~.;idi;itivc f l u x  ;if tho top of the troposphere, FB is 
\ l ' i t 4 \ i + i 1 t j i l 1  r i f  fiw .'tl'qrc~sph~sc, CI is the convergence in the lower 
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layers but not to the stability of a parcel lifted from the surface. If CIMS i s  ocgative lllc 
lower layer will be unstable and hence there will o large-scale rapid overturning oi' fluid 
between the lower troposphere and upper troposphere. EIence we should expect tlznt GMS 
will positive when it is calculated on a monthly mean basis Thus the concept o f  stability 
enshrined in GMS is not the same as the concept of the stability of ptiscei lifted t'ro~il thc 
surface that is used in the study of cloud dynamics. The stability of n parcel depends both 
upon the temperature and humidity of the parcel ns well as the cnvironmcnt. Thc gross 
moist stability (GMS) defined in the NH model is, however, dependent i~pon ~nviron- 
mental profile of temperature and humidity and is not concerned with condit io~~s withilt ;I 

parcel lifted from the surhce. The concept of GMS is thus more akin t o  canct'p of' shbil-  
ity of two adjacent layers than stability of a parcel. 

Neelin and Held (1987) wrote the above equation in the following form to highlight the 
factors which govern the existence of DCC : 

According to NW hypothesis, DCC will occur in regions with low CMS. This can be vcri- 
fied by examining the relationship between GMS and precipitation in the NCEP reanaly- 
ses. This is shown in Figure 9. We find the regions with high precipitation are confined 
to regions with low GMS. There are regions with low GMS in which there is rlo or s~nall 
precipitation. We will show in the next section that in these regions the net energy cortver- 
gence in the troposphere is small or negative. Since GMS is always positive, rnoisturc 

ju11986-GMS PRECIP NCEP 0 150E 30s 3 0 N  

PRECIP MM/DAY 

FIG. 9a. The variation of gross moist stabilily (kJ/kg) and precipitation (~n.m/day) i n  July I986 in thc Indo- 
Pacific region. 
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FIG. 10. The variation af monthly mean net radiation with monthly mean outgoing longwave radiation (CILRI 
in January I986 from ERBE data (from Srinivasan and Smith, 1996). 

absorbed in the oceanic surface mixed layer which is not immediately available to the at-  
mosphere. The relationship between OLR and net radiation at the top of the ~tt~i~osphere 
obtained from ERBE data is consistent with the predictions 111ade by the N H  model and 
hence must be considered as posterior justification for the assumptions made in the N l !  
model. 

The NW model provides new physical insight regarding the energetics of the DC'C'. Wc 
find that net energy available in the traposplzere is equal to the net moist static ct~crgy ex- 
ported out of the DCC. If the moist static energy of the lower and upper troposphctrc are 
equal then there is no constraint on the amount of mass that convesgc i n  the 1)C'C. I n  thc 
DCC, the moist static energy of the upper troposphere is usually slightly higher- than that 
of the lower troposphere and this small difference imposes r1 strong constraint am tlrc 
amount of mass that can converge in the lower troposphere. If the nct encrgy ;tv;tilahlc in 
the troposphere is negative (which is usually the case in the winter Ilemisphcrc) then thcrc 
can be no convergence of mass in the lower troposphere and hence DCC' cannot csixt in 
such regions. 

The net energy available in the troposphere is usually positive in the suxnmes hemi- 
sphere. There could, however, be some remarkable exceptions. One of them is the Sahara 
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Desert. Srinivasan and Smith (1996) have shown that the planetary net radiation (and 
hence the net eoesgy convergence in the troposphere) is negative in the Saharan region. 
This could he on the reasons why the DCC are never observed in Africa in the region 
north of 15" N latitude. rl"lie ERBE data indicates that in the Boreal summer the region 
north of lii" N is thc only rcgion in the northern hemisphere which has negative planetary 
net radiation (Srinivttsan and Smith, 1996). This unusual feature of the Sahara desert is on 
;~ccoun t  high ttlhetfo clf the desert surfiice and the low relative humidity of the air . Hence 
the reflected solar radiation and the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) are both large in 
this region. Char~lcy ( 1  9751 had argued that the removal of vegetation can lead to an in- 
crease the surface albedo and thus cause the net energy available in the troposphere to be 
negative I11 summer. This will mean that DCC cannot occur in that region and hence will 
lend to descrtit'icatiorr. The NEI nrodel suggests two more routes to desertification. The 
colitincntal regions cannot store mi~ch energy in the sail and hence, on a monthly mean 
scale, the net r*adi;itio~i incident on the continental surface is equal to the latent and sensi- 
ble heat fluxes from the surface. Hence the term FB in equation 2 can be set equal to zero. 
Thcrcfort. q u a t i o n  2 can be written ,for continental regions, as 

I n  the uhovc cqurrticm S is the solar energy incident at the tropopause , a is the albedo of 
the earth-at~~~c~splie '~.~ system, OLR is the outgoing longwuve radiation at tropopause, and 

GMS-Q2hl (JUL 1982) NCEP LAND 

SURFACE HUMIDITY g / Kg 
h ~ .  1 1. The variation of gross moist stitbility with surface specific humidity. 
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GMS is the gross moist stability. According to equation 3 there three ways in which con- 
vergence can decrease in the lower troposphere. The first is on account of increase in at- 
beo when vegetation is removed. This is the route to desertificiition suggested by Charncy 
(1975). The NH model suggests two other routes. When vegetation is removed, less mois- 
ture is pumped to the atmosphere from beneath the surface. This will lend to thc rc'cluctitrtl 
of the specific humidity at the surface. The reduction of specific huniidity at the susface 
will result in an increase in GMS (see figure 11 ) and OLR. The removal of vegettttion will 
increase reflected solar radiation and OLR and hence cause a reduction of FN ( i . ~ .  , IIUIIICS;~- 

tor of equation 3). These three factors can act together and cause a dramatic redtlctitrn i n  
the canvergence of moisture in the lower troposphere. The three different routes to deser- 
tification is shown sche~natically in  figure 12. 

VEGETATION AND CLIMATE 

I DECREASE ,IN VEGETATION 

FIG. 12. Interaction between vegetation and climate. 
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longitude 

1'~;. 13. ?'lie variation III' a w  surt'aco truzpuruturcs itnd surfwe wind speed during January I982 from NCEP 
r c : ~ n : i I ~ ~ ~ s .  C~mt1)11rs i ~ l i i i ~ i i t t '  ~ C ; I  it~rf'itct* t~~~y)er;lti~t'c in degre~  cclsius. 

I'hc n~ochanism tor dwrtit ' icntion proposed here is quite different from that proposed 
b y  Cll;mcy ( 1'375) bccause i t  doesn't dcpend upon the increase in surface albedo alone. 
We haw shown that dtlstrtifi~ati011 CiiIl be caused by different mechanisms. One is the 
inur-eahc in  albccio o n  ncctwnt of thc removal of vegetation and the other is the drying of 
the trr~pospl~crsc due to rernoval of vcget;ltion bccause less moisture is pumped from be- 
neath the soil. Thc drying of  the troposphcrc can cause reduction of rainfall because of 
reduction of' net r'acljatior~ (thn)ugh an increase i11 OLR) and increase in GMS. On the other 
hand, i t '  a cicst'st rcgirm is planted with vegetation, the albedo decreases and more moisture 
is pq?d d r m ~  hencath thc soil and hence the relative humidity in the troposphere in- 
creases. 'rhis tvili ir~cr.eiisc p1;mrary net radiatia~z and reduce CMS and hence increase the 
probability of IICC ripp~tlring aver that region. Once the DCC appears over that region it 
will lead to 3 pcxiitive feedback mechanism and hence can result in an increase in the 
amount of vcgetatim. 

Anuthcr region in the tropical summer hemisphere which is remarkable is the warm 
pool of the west Pacific. In this region the SST is always above 28°C and hence satisfies 
the condition necessary for the existence of DCC. This region is, however, not always 
covered by DCC, Waliser and Graham (1993) have shown that DCC occur less often in 
regions with SST above 2 9 T  in the warm pool of the west Pacific ocean than in regions 
with SST between 28°C and 29'C. This surprising result can be explained by the NH 
modcl by invoking the fact that the net energy available in the troposphere must be posi- 
tive. In the warm pool of the west Pacific the surface wind speed can be lower than 3 rn/s 
in some regions (Fig. 13 ). In such regions the latent heat flux can be small and hence may 
not be able to overcome the radiative cooling of the troposphere. In such regions, the net 
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FIG. 14. The variation of the energy convergence in the troposphere and precipitation during January 1982 
from NCEP renalyses. Contours indicate energy convergence in w/m2. 

energy convergence in the troposphere can be negative and hence DCC cannot exist in 
such regions although the SST is above 28°C. The net energy convergence in the tro- 
posphere and precipitation are shown in Fig. 14 for the Tndo-Pacific region in January 
1982. We find that precipitation is low or zero in regions with negative trnpicd energy 
convergence. This result highlights the crucial role played by the energy availability in  thc 
troposphere on the existence of DCC in regions which are otllerwisc S:zvour;thlc for this 
presence of DCC. 

The NH model highlights the role of energetics and thermodynamics on the Iocation t\f' 

DCC. In this model the vertical structilre of the moist static energy detcrtnilics t l~c  grosk 
moist stability (GMS). This term is, however, quite different from the concept of' (I'orrtrcc- 
tive Available Potential Energy (CAPE) used in the study of cloud dynamics. This is he- 
cause GMS is not directly related to the stability of a par.cc1 lifted from the surf'ace of thc 
ocean or continent, The convective available potential energy (CAPE) can be coniput~'d its 
an integral of the difference between the virtual temperature (of u parcel lif'tt'd i ' n t ~ ~  thc 
surface) and the environment (Bhat et  al. 1996). On the other hand, the gross moist slihil- 
ity is obtained from the vertical integration of the environmental moist static cnesgy pro- 
file in the converging and diverging regions separately. Bhat et d. ( 1  996) have shown t h t  
there is a linear relationship between HRC and CAPE based on monthly mean soundiugs 
(called MCAPE by Bhat et al, 1996). What is the relationship hetween MCAPE dcfiacd by 
Bhat et al. (1996) and gross moist stability (GMS) defined by Neelin and Held (Il)X7)? In 
Fig. 15 the contours of MCAPE and GMS are shown for oceanic regions in  July 1086 



longitude 

CAPE ki/ka 

based on N('I:I3 rcanalpse~ . We find that thc pattern of variation of MCAPE and GMS are 
very siruilar. 'Thus thc factors which ocrntrihute to r i  decrease in GMS cause an increase in 
CAPE. 'l'lni. ~ r c l n g  ct~upling hcttwcal GMS and precipitation is seen in Fig. 16 where the 
monthly nrcan (iMS is p l t w d  against monthly mean precipitation for all regions in the 
tropics in the month of Jmu:wy f i ~  the period I982 to 1994. In the regions with precipita- 
tion a h o ~ c .  12 nim/ci;ty, the CiMS i s  confined to the values in the range of 8 to 12 kJ/kg. In 
view of thc strong c~upl ing between GMS and precipitation, it is appropriate to ask 
wflerhcr. low GhfS i s  a nuwssasy conditicm for high precipitation or does high precipitation 
{cad tc.) moistcuing of the l i w x  trcqwq3her.c and hence a reduction of GMS. The inspection 
of the daily .r5ariatirtrr of' QMS iind prccipitafion in the NCEP reanalyses indicates that in 
most ciiacs the L ~ C C I ' ~ ; L S C  i l l  CMS le& the increase in precipitation and hence it looks as 
though a lmi GMS is a pr'c-~quisitc for the incidence of high rainfall. This issue needs to 
cxarnined in grcatcr' detail. 

We haw sl~ows~ that these arc two conditions for the existence of DCC in continental and 
oceanic: regicms. The first condition is that the net energy convergence in the troposphere 
should be positive. Tlxe second condition is that the mean moist static energy of the lower 
troposphere should be above 335 kJ/kg. We have shown that the absence of DCC in the 
Sahara desert during Boreal stirnmcr could be on account of high albedo as well as high 
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GMS-PRECIP (JAN-82-94)- NCEP-monthly 

FIG. 16. The gross moist stability (GMS) versus precipitation based on monthly mean fields from 1982 to 
1994 from NCEP renalyses. 

OLR. We have thus shown that there can be more than one route to desertification when 
vegetation is removed from a continental region. 
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